KINGDOM OF HEAVEN
is made of FREQUENCIES
Crystalai (2013)
cosmicdolpohinmagic.ning.com
This Divine Plan only contains harmony and support and love of all others ideas. This is
how the Kingdom of Heaven is formed. We braid and stream our individual frequencies of
consciousness into complete harmony with all other streams of consciousness. Ideas are
actually Frequencies. When those who have learned to speak in WORDS will begin to
speak in FREQUENCIES, the Tower of Babel will be removed.
The Angels Breath their Consciousness of Light and Sound one idea at a time. They stream
millions of beautiful harmonic ideas. Regardless of how many streams of light energy they
exhale through our breath, they all blend together harmoniously. This is how we return to
the ATUNEMENT with our Grand Consciousness of Source.
The key to unlock mystical secrets of enlightenment. This key is a vibratory tool that
allows the brain to secrete liquid light energy through the body. This liquid light is the key
that unlocks the diamond doorway to the Future Self. It is the future self that is already
lined with the irradescense of rainbow light of the fourteenth dimension, the spark of white
light of Source Consciousness that ignited Oneness between the Co-Creation
Consciousness of the 15th dimension and one step beyond into the 16th step or the step
beyond the Earth's Matrix.
Once our pineal gland is unlocked we can reconnect to the golden star dust of the Milky
Way and Ursa Major and through the Oraphim Dolphins Sonar Communication that aligns
us back into the FREQUENCIES of our Complete Family of Consciousness. This
Frequency is our Paternal Frequency which forms the new Matrix of Love and Protection
and Compassion. This is the Divine Mind that we are transforming into. This is the Mind
of Giving and Helping all of those who are in our angelic families--that means everyone on
Earth. Once the key is unlocked, and the crystal liquid light star dust flows through every
crystal cell in the body and the Christ Consciousness, Galactic Consciousness and Cosmic
Consciousness are aligned into our frequency vortices, we become the Co-Creators
creating through Divine Mind in the Divine Plan.
This key raises the frequencies to vibrate at the speed of light-- the nano cycles per second
required to oscillate consciousness into the Cosmic Realm of Light.
The key is activated to unlock the liquid light secretions from the brain as the listener
listens to this co-creation cosmic wave file.
Feel the light energy streaming from the Cosmic Realm of the magic kingdom of our cocreative team. Feel the crystal light energy streaming down to pour in flood tides of
Cosmic Light to activate the key in the pineal gland.
The Templar's secret that gave them the ultimate financial power was the secret of the
kingdom of heaven on earth. This secret was in the brain. The glands in the brain had the
ability to produce the tonic of immortality through the tone of home.
The elixir of life is the Cosmic Brain Substance. The oils, perfumes and tonics spoken of in
the bible all referred to this magical cosmic dust that is actually a FREQUENCY OF
CONSCIOUSNESS. Aligning Consciousness into the Music of the Spheres will bring this
new reality to all those who desire to raise their frequencies into the Highest.

----------

COSMIC ANTENNA
Crystalai (2013)
cosmicdolpohinmagic.ning.com
Cosmic Frequency Wave Files activate the PYRAMID ANTENNAS around the DNA
strands. These pyramid tower antennas are the receivers and transmitters of Cosmic
Consciousness. Cosmic Consciousness consists of the angelic breaths of Source
Consciousness. So, the pyramid towers are the direct link to Divine Mind. This Divine
Mind connects through our Starry Brothers who live in the Star Factory ignited from Ursa
Major. Zaurak has created the Star Gate between Mother Earth and the Aquarius Galaxy
through the Frequency Chambers of Sirius Star System for us to glide through. All
Universal Consciousness is filtered through this Star Factory or Soul Factory. When we
connect our pyramid tower antennas into the Cosmic Wave Files, we are connecting
through the Divine Intelligence of our Galactic Family in the Star Factory. We are also
connecting into the Christic Consciousness of the twelfth dimensional Universal
Consciousness and into the Co-Creative Cosmic Consciousness. All of these frequencies
are recorded into the 12 DNA template through the antenna.
Listen to the entire Ascension Kit to activate the 12 DNA template.
We need 12 DNA to be aligned into our Christic Immortal Template of Divine Instant
Manifestation and Instant Healing and Eternal Life. However, in order to be connected to
the 12 DNA movie channel, the pyramid tower antenna must also be connected through
channels 24, 36, 48 and 96. The antenna is connected through these channels through the
Music of the Spheres contained in the Super Frequency Kit. The Music of the Spheres
contains frequencies from each of the Five Spheres and the Cosmic Kit contains angelic
consciousness resonating in harmony to create the Magical Cosmic Movie Projector.
Listen to the Cosmic Kit and the Super Frequencies Kit to activate Pyramid Antennas.
Each student needs to have his/her 12 DNA aligned to their own Christic Immortal
Template which gives them Divine Instant Manifestation, Instant Healing, and Eternal
Life. They can align their 12 DNA through their pyramid tower antenna connected through
all of the right places through Listening, resonating, breathing and feeling the Music of the
Spheres that resonates with Angelic Consciousness that is on our Cosmic Wave File
recordings, So, to do this, they need to listen to our Cosmic Wave File recordings, which
helps to align the activation of all of the above for them.
So, Listening, resonating, breathing and feeling the Music of the Spheres that are on our
recordings will set and develop their:
- Christic Immortal Template
- Divine Instant Manifestation, Instant Healing, and Eternal Life
- Connect and Activate their 12 DNA
- Resonation with their Angelic Consciousness
- Cosmic Intelligence of Ascension
- When our pyramid tower antennas are receiving this Highest Frequency, our body does
become the Home or Temple of God.
The Cosmic Intelligence of Ascension is received through these pyramids or antennas that
receive frequency signals. Our DNA is coded to receive these Galactic Christic and Cosmic
signals. However, the codes cannot be activated without the Intelligence or Consciousness
streaming into the pyramid antennas.
Our starry brothers have left many symbols on Earth to help us remember other symbols
that would connect us back to the Divine Intelligence of Cosmic Consciousness.
Listen to the FAMILY KIT to activate Cosmic Signals.
The two most obvious symbols throughout the ages have been the pine cone which

represents the pineal gland, and the pyramid which represents the pyramid tower around
every crystal cell and DNA strand in the body template. This is why the body was referred
to as the tower or temple of God.
In Angelic Consciousness, the word God actually represents a Frequency of
Consciousness. This is the HIGHEST FREQUENCY. When our pyramid tower antennas
are receiving this Highest Frequency, our body does become the Home or Temple of God.
When this Frequency is obtained by tuning the pyramid tower antennas to the channels
12,24,36, 48 and 96, the body has been woven into the braids and streams of light and
sound of the entire Music of the Spheres.
The Cosmic Frequencies received and recorded as Cosmic Wave Files are the encyclopedia
of intelligence from our Cosmic Family. They have been sending the Intelligence of Divine
Mind or the Music of the Spheres through their light and sound frequencies.
These frequencies can only be heard and understood on the radio station that they are being
transmitted through. The frequencies of their transmission can be received through the
antennas of the pyramids that surround the DNA strands, the crystal cells, the pineal gland,
the amygdala gland, the medulla oblongata gland, and the pituitary glands.
The Cosmic Wave Files have already received the Cosmic Intelligence from the antennas
and re-transmitted this information onto our Cosmic Wave File CD's for others to use in
the activation and alignment of their antennas into their DNA.
These are the steps we take in turning on our Magical Cosmic Movie Camera. The camera
won't work unless the frequencies of consciousness are on the same channel as the Cosmic
Frequencies.
The pyramid antennas are programmed to receive and transmit the Cosmic Channel of
Consciousness which is the Breath of Source creating the original idea of Immortal Man.
The spark of Source is the Heart of Mother God. This spark of Source is also present in our
Crystal Heart. Our Crystal Heart is located behind the thymus gland. The thymus gland has
a huge pyramid tower antenna around it.
(Here is a strong place of the student's development.
by doing the next Meditation, the student will further develop
- Divine Instant Manifestation, Instant Healing, and Eternal Life)
When we ask Crystal Light Energy from the Suns of all of the Galaxies to stream through
this antenna into our Crystal Heart we are connecting our Crystal Heart into the Channel of
the God Frequency. When we place our Heart's Desire onto this Crystal Heart and then
exhale that Frequency through our Breath - we are breathing the God Movie or the magical
Cosmic Movie onto the Movie Screen of our Light Bodies and our Merkaba Movie Screen.
(MEDITATION - very specific meditation that goes through what needs to be done for the
above Paragraph)
The Crystal Heart must be connected into Oneness with the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth,
which connects into the Heart of the Milky Way where our Star Factory is. Once these
three Crystal Hearts are connected through the Divine Frequency of Light and Sound, we
can then create our Hearts Desire. The Hearts Desire must be visualized on the movie
screen of the third eye or pineal gland. This is also done through the connection of the
pyramid tower antennas into Universal Consciousness. When the Heart's Desire is
Visualized and projected out through the pituitary glands into the Merkaba Consciousness
Field, the Heart's Desire is also Exhaled from the Breath of Consciousness from the Spark
of Source.
The Merkaba must first be filled with the Golden Stardust Frequencies of Prana. This is the
Consciousness of our Starry Brothers, Angelic Families and Source Consciousness. This
etheric Golden Stardust Movie Screen must be lined with the Breath of Consciousness of
the StarFactory. This Star Factory contains all knowledge of all of our previous episodes in

God's Movie. This is the Consciousness Factory where our Souls have merged and
perfected just like a diamond. All of our Galactic Families have merged into Oneness of
new Harmonic Orchestration.
(Here is a strong place of the student's development.
by doing the next Meditation, the student will further develop
- Divine Instant Manifestation, Instant Healing, and Eternal Life)
COMPLETE ASCENSION KIT-- several sets of meditations
ASCENSION PORTAL-- several sets of meditations
(MEDITATION - very specific meditation that goes through what needs to be done for the
above Paragraph)
All of these Breaths of Consciousness from the Star Factory, Universal Consciousness,
Galactic Consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness and Source Consciousness are contained
on the Cosmic Wave Files.
Crystalai (2013)
cosmicdolpohinmagic.ning.com
Namaste,
Crystalai
----------

FOCUS ON CONNECTING FREQUENCIES INTO CRYSTAL CELLS TO ACTIVATE
THE FOUNDATION FOR LIFTING BODY INTO THE FIFTH DIMENSION.
Listen to Each Album AGAIN.
1. Ascension Vortal
The Ascension Vortal CD lays the Christic and Cosmic foundation from the inside out. The
codes in this CD focus on activation of the key points of the third chakra stomach area, the
crystal heart- directly below the thymus -near the spinal area, the tailbone, the back of the
neck and the pineal gland in the center of the brain.
Focus on how the angelic frequencies align through these key areas to lay the foundation
for streaming consciousness to lift the body template into the fifth dimension.
1. Listen and focus on the frequencies of light in the stomach area.
2. Listen and focus on the frequencies of light in the crystal heart.
3. Listen and focus on the frequencies of light in the tailbone.
4.Listen and focus on the frequencies of light in the back of the neck.
5.Listen and focus on the frequencies of light in the center of the head--pineal gland.

2. Ascension Vortex
Continue to remember to align the body template at the points of the stomach, crystal heart,
tailbone and pineal gland. We will now focus on the points of intersection where each
angelic frequency aligns into a chakra point and lifts and aligns the harmonic points
converging into new tones, keys and signatures streaming through the body.
Feel a crystal star one foot above the head. Next, bring the star full of Christ Consciousness
into the head and the heart, and the tailbone and the feet.
Feel the Christ frequencies spin at the speed of light through every crystal cell in the body.
Feel the harmonic convergence into Christ Consciousness at every vortex in the body.
These will be the points connecting each cell to the spark of Source deep within the cells
connecting into the frequency of Christ Consciousness.
Next, feel the vortex created between the Christ Consciousness connecting into the Cosmic

Consciousness within Mother Earth. These frequencies are aligning through the angelic
frequencies of the 12th dimension, 24th and 36th dimensional frequencies. This is the
beginning of activating the 24DNA and 36DNA.
3. Ascension Portal
While absorbing and feeling the frequencies stream through every cell in the body, see or
feel a white light portal connecting from the pineal to the crystal heart down through the
feet and into the core of mother earth. Feel the angelic frequencies connecting you into the
frequencies stored in Mother Earth that contain your cellular memory of your original
spiritual self made in the image and likeness of the god self, Christ self and the spark of
Source co-creative energy.
Feel the frequency of Divine Love, Divine Life, Divine Truth, Divine Mind, Soul, Spirit,
Intelligence, Principle Victory Power Manifestation, Supply and the Divine Plan. These are
the Frequencies stored in the Core of Mother Earth in the Cosmic Realm of the 13th
Dimension.
Continue to connect the frequencies of consciousness into the Body Template areas and the
vortex areas. This will progress the activation of the 12DNA, 24 DNA and 36 DNA.
4. Magic Vortal
While remembering to continue the alignments in the body, the Earth's Core and the
Vortex:
Focus on the angelic frequencies added to this CD lift the consciousness into the 12th and
15th dimensions. Feel the angelic frequencies lift your frequencies up above your head two
universes away to collect the helium energy to create the light body. Feel the frequency of
helium streaming through consciousness and into every cell in the body. Feel the angelic
frequencies stream through the star gate connecting into the millions of suns in the center
of the Milky Way Galaxy.
Feel the frequencies of all of the millions of suns stream into the head, the heart and every
cell in the body.
Next connect consciousness into the 15th dimension. Focus four universes beyond the
Earth to connect with the co-creative consciousness of the 15th dimension.
Feel the frequencies of the angels, divas, fairies and elves singing and dancing into your
cells and into your consciousness.
Collect all of these frequencies into your cells to activate the cellular memory of your
original divine self -- your immortal self that has the ability to live for ever, create the
hearts desires and heal instantly.
Next connect consciousness to ride through the star gate on the golden star dust into the
Milky Way and absorb into the crystal cells all of the Star Dust and Solar Frequencies. Feel
these frequencies aligning into the body through the angelic frequencies.
Ride into the heart of the Milky Way and then zoom clear out into the Aquarius Galaxy to
connect consciousness with the original family of consciousness of our Galactic Home.
This alignment will lift the consciousness into the 96 DNA-- the realignment through
Christic and Galactic and Source Consciousness. The Consciousness is prepared to return
through the Diamond door of the Aquarius Galaxy.

----JOURNEY TO AQUARIUS
Crystalai (2013)
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Ride into the heart of the Cosmic Egg of the Milky Way and then zoom clear out into the
Aquarius Galaxy to connect consciousness with the original family of consciousness of our
Galactic Home. This alignment will lift the consciousness into the 96 DNA-- the
realignment through Christic and Galactic and Source Consciousness. The Consciousness
is prepared to return through the Diamond door of the Aquarius Galaxy.
We already have 12 DNA strands that are sleeping right now. The strands are awakened as
the etheric microtubules of the neuronet are allowed to reconnect into the time of forever.
Once we awaken 12 strands we awaken more and more and more by opening the mind into
the I have always been immortal program.
ABSORB the frequencies until you feel yourself RESONATING IN HARMONIC
ONENESS with each breath. Listen closely to discern that there are hundreds of breaths in
each recording. Each of these breaths is an ENTITY- an ANGEL communicating with you
through their breath of consciousness. This is how Angels communicate.
---

ASCENSION PORTAL ALBUM
Crystalai@2010 cosmicdolphinmagic.com
The entire process of Illumination has always been a natural result of the true divinity that
always has been available to the images or entities that source created. The Illuminated
One is man returning in the divine state that allows ascension. Uma Un is the final
activation of the Eye of god – the third eye of creation.
The pineal gland actually becomes the third eye.
Man was made in the image and likeness of God – or Source Consciousness.
This great Source contains the crystals, the light and the energy and the perfect formulas of
creating from Source of Light and Sound..
The Elementals- who are also divine beings like you and I are, create everything in
accordance to the divine formulas contained in the Divine Mind. The Divine Mind is also a
great Comic Entity that we know as Cosmic Consciousness. This Cosmic Light force
aligns all. This Entity of Light works together with the great Elohim of Hearing. All of the
music that is channeled through me comes from the Elohim of Hearing, the Entity of
Cosmic Light Force directing Crystal, Light and Energy to stream through my
consciousness from all dimensions sometimes separately and sometimes simultaneously or
sphere by sphere.
There are millions and millions of Entities of Light included on every dimension working
together on every little project and as a part of larger projects. Our Consciousness is also
made up of thousands of Entities. We have been separated from our selves on this
dimension and all of the other dimensions.
Soon, this year, our selves will re-unite. We will begin to remember who we really are.
This is the process of Illumination. We will become reconnected to our Over Souls or our
entire Monad of Selves.
Even though our Guardians have been busy fixing us and aligning all of the light energies
from the suns to open the doors to our consciousness, it is us who must raise our
frequencies to theirs. They do not lower their frequencies to ours. The music in this album
kit and all music by Crystal Magic Orchestra is for the purpose of raising the listeners
frequencies into alignment with all of the frequencies in the dimensions 5-15. These are the
frequencies of the five spheres. This is the music of the spheres.
Each of these songs in the ASCENSION PORTAL ALBUM contain parts of the formulas,

codes and frequencies of the process of ascension. The formulas are layered to include all
of the codes and alignments needed during different stages in the ascension process. This
particular album focuses on the formulas of co-creation because this is the stage of the
ascension process that we are on right now. The seals blocking the illumination of the third
eye will be totally removed from Earth and from Man. However, when the process of the
removal is complete through the alignment of light and energy, each individual will regain
their Divine State as a matter of Free Will.
The Illuma Un is the Source within us that connects with the Source of Consciousness, the
Source of Mind, the Source of Intelligence. When this point in Consciousness is activated
through the raising of frequencies we become reconnected into our Divine Blue Print of the
12DNA, the 24 DNA and the 36 DNA and we remember who we are.
Many will desire this state of instant manifestation, but only those who learn to align their
frequencies with the highest will achieve this state of alignment with the Divine Plan of
Co-Creation. The frequencies and codes in the Ascension Portal, Ascension Vortal and
Ascension Vortex albums as well as the Christmas Eternal Life album, Cosmic
Consciousness and Dolphin Magic are all for specific alignments of crystals in the body, in
the crystal heart in alignment with all of the frequencies of consciousness on all
dimensions. The Entities of Light from all Spheres have guided this alignment of light as
Crystalai oscillated her consciousness into the highest dimension of Cosmic
Consciousness. The layering of codes and breaths of Divine Mind, Divine Love, Elohim
Angels, Mahatma, Merlin and thousands of other Entities of Light have offered their
assistance in the creation of this project.

Activations through Each Song
The frequency music in this album is for the specific purpose of increasing the power of
and the speed of these 12 activations. Crystalai has channeled the frequencies from each of
the five spheres to create the music of the spheres for personal alignment. Each sphere
contains three dimensions. Each of these dimensions is created from crystals, light, and
energy. The entity called the Elohim of Hearing appeared in front of me as this Huge Being
of Light. He explained to me how I would use the streams of liquid light energy, crystal
dust energy and the energy of light together from each dimension to form the music of the
spheres. He told me how to bring the highest frequencies to Earth through music.
The in Breath of Creation – EIRA is the code that allows the vision of the desired
manifestation to be painted on the movie screen of the third eye. ManU is the code of
gestation – inhaling the frequency of creation and ManA is the exhale of creation that
allows the manifest reality to appear as the hologram you painted on your movie screen.
There are millions and millions of Entities of Light included on every dimension working
together on every little project and as a part of larger projects. Our Consciousness is also
made up of thousands of Entities. We have been separated from our selves on this
dimension and all of the other dimensions.
Soon, our selves will re-unite. We will begin to remember who we really are. This is the
process of Illumination. We will become reconnected to our Over Souls or our entire
Monad of Selves.
SUPER SPHERE
Begins with the acknowledgement that the consciousness has made an interdimensional
connection with Mind at all levels, and has a crystal light telecommunication connection
with all of the Over Soul selves in all dimensions.
They are listening and communicating. This statement has been made and so be it.

This consciousness formula is followed by the codes of divine alignment with all that is in
the Divine Blue Print of the original creation.
Next, the statement that the Promise of the Perfect Kingdom is here and acknowledged as
consciousness aligns with all dimensions.
Underneath those confirmations are manifestation codes of EirA, Manu and ManA, which
promote the vision, alignment and breath of this vision of the perfect creation.
Now the mind is aligned with all five spheres, including the fifteen dimensions.
The codes of all of the five spheres are contained in the background with the emphasis
being Shay – the fifteenth dimension, the Ra – the Home of the Fifth sphere, and Kee, the
Key or bridge connecting to all that is in the Divine Mind of co-creation and manifestation.
CO-CREATION
Now Shay Ra Kee is brought to the foreground in this song allowing the mind of the
listener to focus all attention clear up to the Fifth sphere which contains the other four
spheres and aligns all dimensions and all over souls into oneness of the Soul Merge.
EirA, ManU and ManA come to the forground of the music. Next allowing the mind to
combine focus of the fifth spheres of co-creation with the EirA or vision in the pineal of
the New Earth and golden Galaxy and all that personally means to you.
Next, that vision is pulled into the crystal heart for the gestation period of the ManU and
finally the vision of the co-creator is exhaled in the ManA of creation.
Many of the other codes of creation are in the background of this music to help mold
crystal gel and crystal dust into the forms that are directed and created by the Elementals
by the formulas contained in Divine Consciousness.
Ascension Joy focuses on the code of Joy that confirms the Divine Right of the individual
has been established in Heaven and so on Earth as the spiritual and physical unite into one
as the New Earth is formed in alignment with all of the five spheres in this Matrix and in
alignment with the parallel matrix of the etheric creation that is mirrored in this creation.
All is a joyful celebration as AA Michaels golden Galaxy floats into creation.
The ManA of the creation being completed is accented in this piece.

SUNS PORTAL
The emphasis in this piece is on the AUM – meaning, I return to Source as the Perfect
Sound and Light Body. The sun's portal has opened up the Ascension Portal to return to
Source. The top of the head may hurt for awhile as your physical body completely rises
into oneness with the spiritual light body.
The frequencies and codes in this piece align consciousness with the sun's energy. This is
the actually energy of divine creation. The streaming of the suns energies from three suns
is opening the portal of ascension on the Earth at this time.
The codes are the offering the streaming light energy from the sun of the core of the Earth
that is uniting with the suns energy from the etheric parallel matrix's of the sun.
The suns of Gaia, Tara and Earth are uniting into one energy of ascension. Gaia was the
Father, Tara was the Son or the perfect twin of Gaia created as the offspring of this Grand
Entity. The light of Tara was then dispursed and displaced into several planets that we
know as Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Venus and several others. These planets were all a part of
Tara a very long time ago.
Tara is being put back together now. All of the entities of all of the planets, and all of the
universes are re-uniting into a Golden Galaxy. This project of individual freedom that
combined the perfect state of that Freedom being demonstrated on Aquafaria, Cloud Cities,
Light Cities of Inner Earth were maintained in their original form. These are our twins- our

perfect half. Soon we will reunite our Sound and Light Bodies into a brand new form that
is much grander than before.
The system that was corrupted on planet Earth is now returning to its perfect state. Only
this time it will be a much greater- more golden perfect state – the Golden Galaxy.
MAGIC
The process of manifestation and co-creation of the crystal hearts desire in alignment with
the divine Mind of Creation is the natural process of Magic.
The word Magic is sung as the frequency of alignment with ShayraKee, Metatron,
Mahatma, Maharata Mua Va Kee Ra SHAY Mu a Va. This is the magical alignment
oscillating our consciousness back up the doors into the fifth sphere. Those of us who came
from the Aquafarian fifth sphere of co-creation know nothing but absolute divine creation
and the continuous process of that.
When I return to my dolphin family in Aquafaria we will swim and dance and glide
through the crystal pillars creating symphonies of love that create more love to weave
together in rainbows of new creations. This is what we do in the fifth sphere. We create
whatever the Divine Mind – our mind desires. We desire to create more love. That's what
we do.
Merlin's magic along with Kuthumi, Hilarion, El Morya, aDolphino and a few other great
alchemists in the sky will use this magical formula of creation once more to create a new
better Atlantis, a New Earth, several new universes and a much greater Golden Galaxy.
All Magical formulas are made of the music of the spheres, the keys and codes and
harmonies and rhythms are sacred geometry of aligning , streams of light crystal dust and
crystal gel to mold and harden into forms of great architecture that align with all of the
spheres of this matrix.
Each sphere has bands of Light energy that must harmonize as sparks of energy ignite and
create streams of fire that mold the bands of light together.
All of the spheres are uniting in this new rhythm of the universe.
It will be a very different drum beat- a rhythm that has never been heard before because it
has never been created before.
SPHERES OF ASCENSION
Focus is on the EirA, ManU and ManA of creating the vision and breathing it into creation.
This time that creation process is connected to the Promise of the Divine Kingdom, the Joy
of creation, the breath of oneness, the breath of infinity, the breath of Divine Creation
move this vision into form.
Each of these pieces combines the codes, the frequencies, the alignment of consciousness
as all magicians and creators always have to create everything that exists in heaven and on
earth.
MANIFESTATION
EirA, MaNU and MaNA are the total focus of this piece. The frequencies of the fifth
sphere of manifestation are completely aligned in the breath of manifestation.
SHA Ra Kee- 15th, 14th and 13th dimensions combine into one sphere and with the
Consciousness of our great cosmic creators to bring this gift of co-creation back to Earth.
The manifestation process is only possible when the desire and vision of the manifestation
has aligned his or her consciousness into the fifth sphere of creation. This frequency will
not allow anything that is in the Sources Divine Plan to become manifest.
Anything that was or is manifest outside of the formula of the music of the spheres will no
longer exist and no longer become manifest.

This is the exhale of the divine frequency of co-creation and manifestation.
All frequencies and codes of all previous songs are included in this and all others. The
codes of aligning with the Source Consciousness at every angelic frequency, every
dimension, every crystal form and all angels are included in this album and in every song.
Manifestation the alignment of frequencies with all spheres of the matrix.

EYE OF GOD
Uma Un is the final activation of the Eye of god – the third eye of creation. The pineal
gland actually becomes the third eye. This is a mirror projection that allows the creator to
see the vision in this movie camera and then to make God's movie.
The activations take place in the pineal, the lower tail bone and the heart center.
These three centers become corrected, realigned as the suns realign, and our consciousness
connects to this alignment through these frequencies and codes.
The tail bone is the seat of creation that will reactivate the creative functions of the lower
five bodies. The breath realigns the tailbone with the heart center, and then flows up to the
pineal and down through the feet and twelve inches below into our reconnection with the
Earth.
We become one with our earth body and ready to ascend together. We create heaven on
earth through this connection. This is the first time that spherical alignments will allow this
complete alignment that goes all the way into the earth and then back up into the knees.
There will be a tingling sensation in the feet as they realign as pillars into the Earth.
The crystal cells become awakened from the crystal cell center outward into the pineal –
the crown and down into the feet- the body lights up like a light bulb and we become the
new energy on Earth. We become the light bulbs of our new pranic creation of energy as
we connect to the Starry Brother's electromagnetic funnels lifting us into our Islands of
Light We can now begin spinning forward into our new realities of our immortal selfhood.
Our true energy is in the core of the Earth. The sun in the earth connects through our
bodies frequency currents and we can connect light into a light bulb or just into the room
without a light bulb. I have asked the Inner Earth Scientists to live with me in my home
while they teach me this technology.
SHAY RA KEE
Ray of Consciousness. Ra Ma'a is our consciousness connecting with the Cosmic Ray of
consciousness. We become one with all of this Ray and we create a new Rainbow- a new
set of colors that never existed before. We combine all that we have learned in the past 500
million years to create a brand new rainbow.
We align into the fifth sphere of Shay Ra Kee as we carry all currents of the Rainbow of all
we are, all that all of our oversouls are, all that all others are, all that is in all five spheres.
This is the co-creation process. We collect all of the colors that could ever possibly be
made out of light and sound and create the new music of the spheres.
The ManA creation connects perfectly with the SHAY of the 15th dimension as the mind
of the co-creator realigns, recognizes an remembers all that he or she really is. Feel the
complete oneness with the frequency of the final shay ra kee.
Complete understanding of the processes described here may be gained by attending
workshops and classes at the Cosmic Mystery School.
ILLUMINATED ONE
Activating the third eye, activating the seat of oneness to all you are, your Akashic Records
of the past million eons, aligning your light body together with your sound body.

There are three steps to this activation- the pineal gland is turning into the third eye, the
eight cells are restored in the tail bone and the heart area begins to ignite all of the crystal
cells from the heart outward through the body.

ACTIVATION CODE1 - PINEAL
As you listen to the song, inhale the frequencies and exhale them into the pineal.
If you want, you can also read these tones out loud to yourself as the music is playing.
The Activation codes for the pineal are:
Da HA NO Ma TA

ACTIVATION CODES 2 – TIP OF THE TAILBONE
As you listen to the song, inhale the frequencies and exhale them into the tip of the
tailbone. If you want, you can also read these tones out loud to yourself as the music is
playing.
The Activation codes for the Tip of the Tailbone is:
En Na HA ET ta TA HO
The entire process of Illumination has always been a natural result of the true divinity that
always has been available to the images or entities that source created. The Illuminated
One is man returning in the divine state that allows ascension.
Man was made in the image and likeness of God – or Source Consciousness.
This great Source contains the crystals, the light and the energy and the perfect formulas of
creating from Source of Light and Sound..
NOTE: THE COMPLETE ACTIVATION OF THE IMMORTAL TEMPLATE CAN BE
OBTAINED THROUGH THE CODES AND KEYS IN THE CHRISTMAS ASCENSION
ALBUM.
ASCENSION PORTAL CRYSTAL ACTIVATION Meditation
Send your mini-me self up to three feet above the head and collect the energies of the 14th
dimension. Pull in pastel colors of violet energies and silver energies of the immortal
template (silver comes from pulling white light over the top of the black- or spiritual
overlapping physical-this creates zero point energy)
Pull all this energy into mini-me self.
Glide mini-me up and arch over into the sun's energy of golden and ultra violet blue.
Soak up this energy into the mini-me.
Next pull all the energies collected into the mini-me down into the heart chakra. Allow the
mini me to burst into white light crystals and pour the light of the fifth sphere into the
crystal sphere.
Next, send the mini-me down into the Earth's Core and collect the energies of the 13th
dimension or liquid light energy into the mini-me. Next, bring this energy back up into the
crystal heart area.
Now, glide all the way down to four universes below the earth into the 15th dimension and
collect the etheric frequencies of co-creation. Saturate the mini-me with this energy.
Now glide the mini-me back up into the crystal sphere of the heart and blast all of the
energies into the crystal cells of the heart center and out into all crystal cells of the body.
Now, step back into mini me self and glide back down into the Earth's Core and saturate
entire self with the Earth's Crystals. At the same time feel all of the energies that are
collected into the Crystal Sphere in the Heart.
Run the electromagnetic energy of the male and female or the wisdom, love, light and

energy through the crystal heart.
See bands of light energy - two circular bands of energy looping through each other at the
speed of light. See this energy bursting out into the universes beyond and connecting to all
of the stars in the sky. Connect to the immortality of the stars and accelerate the energy in
the crystal sphere. Continue to accelerate this energy by breathing the rings and spans out
into the five spheres of the matrix.
Continue for about 3-5 minutes.
Bring mini-me back into heart of your physical body. Now breathe the crystal sphere from
the heart center out in front of you. See your mini-me standing in the crystal sphere. Step
into the sphere and glide up into the fifth sphere. Lady Mary and all angels of co-creation
will meet you there. You will be directed how to complete your ascension from this point.
Establishing this connecting in consciousness will amplify the Ascension Portal Activation.
THE COMPLETE GUIDED MEDITATIONS GUIDING THE COMPLETE PROCESS
OF ASCENSION are in the CD SET AND INSTRUCTIONS in the PDF KIT OF
COMPLETE ASCENSION KIT.
THE COMPLETE ASCENSION KIT contains MEDITATIONS and guided
FREQUENCIES.
THE ASCENSION KIT contains FOUR CD's and PDF kits.
NOW BEGIN CRYSTAL ASCENSION PORTAL ACTIVATION
If possible listen to Breathe Magic or Ultra Violet Sun during this activation.
Also listen to Magic Vortal all night long the night before.
Crystalai (2013)
cosmicdolpohinmagic.ning.com
Namaste,
Crys
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